
CorrKtion and marks for Exam 2 - Physics, SCAN 1st. 

NAME: z . ~ 

General comment: - 0.5 for a non homogeneous result without any comment; 

Pombly • 0.15 for homogeneity verificotion. 

Lecture question: 

1) 

2) e=3V r=3/0.06 = son .... .......................... . 

2 POINTS 

2~1) q5 
2'0.5 0 

E•erclse 1 : 

Question 1 : 2 points 
Measuring tape standardisation, systematic (negligible) 

measure : 2 times half a graduation : 1 cm 

Multiple use of the 2m measuring tape : 1cm for each use 
Woll stroi9h1neu ... no informotiofl but probobly important/ 
JL=l•4'J=Scm Nl=l•l'JzJcm .............................................................. . 
Smin= Z,85'7,08=10.178 m' Smox=l,89'7,16=10.6914 m' ................... .. 
(Smox-Smin)/ l=0.1571 m1 We get L1S=O.J6 m1 ................ .. 

Question 2 : 5.25 points 
a) (RI= (PJ- 18 = ,.,-,L-'T18 ........................................................................ ........ . 
b) • ~•=0.41m • - =0.39m ........................................................................................... . 

~ = 0.9 W.m·•x• >--.= 1.1 W.m·•x• 
R-,= •-JI>-- ·s"".) R- = e...J(1'..... '5-.) ......................................... . 
Rmax•0,02257684 K.w·•. Rmin•0,01713409 K.w ·•. R=0,01957483 K.W 1 

_ 

R = (0.0196 ± 0.0028) K. w-• using (max-<nin)/2 ; 

(if R: (Rmin+Rmax)/ 2: 0.0199 Other method (differential) OK/ 

c) Rr, -1or = ("1•-••1)-1 ('1•-"I)_, /T1•·"1)' (e1,.,.,)' R,, ............ ....................... .. 
"'11 l s, \-Ts, 811 

( 1 )_, ( l )_, ( 1 )' (1)' 
Rr, - ior = 0.4536 0.3048 60 1 Rs, 
R,,-cor = 3.82 10-• K./h"1. ft"2.min3 
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Question 3: 1.5 points 

49 
Cost = 24 x, ..................................................................................... . 
(xi• M·1L·'T1 (or C M·1L·'T'). 24 ,s a time, 68 a temperature, R determined 1n 

previous question : we get a dimensionless number (or dimension C) 

Numerical application : Cost = 2,21 C ................................................................... . 



Enrtice 2 : i .<, 9.25 points 

Question l : 
3.25 points 

--- -
a) The ,ntermed,att ,mage should be located on the ftrst focal plane of the ocular lens L, 

0.5 / so that the observer can see a sharp image without any accomodation 

b) The intermediate image A',B; ,s formed at distance 0 1A'1 given by the con1ugate 
tQu~t,on. 

0 25 ✓ 1 1 1 --, /i'.O,A 
= - ==-, t=>01A1=~ 
O,A; 0 1A / 1 / 1 + O,A 

--- ---- -- - -
From a) we have A'102 =/; , thus 

/ -- --, -,- [ ; O,A , 0 25 
H = o,o, = O,A, + A,o, = /,' + o,A + f, 

- -- --- -- -- - -
Numertcal apphcat,on H = 45 cm 0.25 / 

1,5 -t;._ 
~ 

c) 3 rilys (0,5 each) 

d) Answer : reversed r lust1f1cat1on: without the optical system, the rays from B get to the eye above the 
opt,cill axis. With the doublet, these rays get to the eye below the opt,cal a•ls. The eye 
sees the ob1ect reversed. 

Question 2 : 
4.25 points 

--- --- - _ :0 bonus p/ 

a) Scheme correction with correct me of the lenses ilnd the tube. 0.25 

According to scheme 1, the intermediate image B; is located out of the t ube. As a 

1/ consequence, the rays that come from 8 and should converge to a; are intercepted by 
the tube and do not go through the second lens ilnd reach the observer's eye. 
No light coming from 8 reaches the eye, so point 8 is not visible through the eyepiece. 

bl A necestary cond,t,on for the image of one point of the object to exist through the 
✓ doublet is that t he intermediate image is in the tube. 0.5 

The limit Cilst corresponds to an intermed1i1te image located at the intersection of the 
tube and the first focal plane of L2. This is point C1. .Ill' / By drawing the ray going through 0 1, we find the object point Con AB. 0.5 

C and C1 well positioned on the scheme (see diagram) o.g f?~-
Bonus: By drawing different rays going through 0 1, we see that the points located above Bonus for the 
C w,11 not 1H, wsible. C is the farthest point from the opt,col ox,s that con 1H, seen. 1ust1f1cotion (not 
One Meds then to show chat ot leost one roy reaches the observer's eye. It is the case of required/ : 1 

/ the roy 901119 through the first focol point F1, which is porollel to the optical oxis between o,,, 
the two lenses. Since it is porollel to the tube, this ray reaches the ocular lens ond i~ 
chert/ore tronsm,cced to the eye. 

A C o'7 
c) from the scheme, we get : ~ = =f.t 
Since A; = F2 and A'1 C, = i• we get (in absolute values) / ~s-d 0 1A 

AC =z·OA' 

a) See correction 

b) This ,econd ray enters the ob1ective lens by ,ts lower edge. 
The image of this ray can be constructed (for instance) by cons,denng thill the 
intermediate image o; of O through L, is on the first focal plane of L1• so the \ No ' "V' 
should intersect there. Then the ray actually goes through 0 2 and is not d~1lilled by the 
ocular lens. 

Bonus : 
From scheme 1, we see thot point D is the farthest point from the optical om for •1th1cn 
~ entering through L1 reoch the obserwr's eye. The port AD of the obiecr ,,,11 
be the br,ghttst. 
From D to C, o smaller and smaller fraction of roys reoch the eye, os on increos111g froct on 
of rays will be Intercepted by the rube. The brightness will decrease from Oto C. 
Point C is octuolly almost invisible os it corresponds to the limit where only one roy of bghe 
reaches the eye. 

TOTAL 

Sur 1.75 poinU 

• 2 bonus poinu 

OS ✓ 
Construct10n <IVS 

or :u~1ficat1on 

(Oi): 0 25 

C0trea ' IV / between L, and 
L, 0 S 

Correa 'IV • fie 
L, 0 S 

20 • 3 bonus 
points 
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